5 observed with the maximum likelihood (ML) and neighbor-joining (NJ) methods (Table 1) Phylogenetic analysis with these three common phylogenetic methods and three approaches did 8 not converge as shown in Table 1 . Results evidently varied with the methods and the approaches. 9
The lungfishes as the closest living relatives was inferred with ML with 100% bootstrap support, 10 but the lungfishes and coelacanth sister group was recovered with NJ with 87% support with 11 concatenated multiple gene approach. The maximum gene support tree approach clearly showed 12 that 43 genes were not able to resolve the phylogenetic relationship for these 7 taxa regardless of 13 the phylogentic methods used. 14 15 Six taxon sets. Table 2 showed tree II was supported by many fewer genes than tree I or tree III for 16 all three methods. Significant differences in gene supports of tree II and tree I or tree III inferred 17 with MP were observed for MBACLR and MACLRS (Table 2) at P < 0.10 level by means of 18 chi-square test. There were no significant differences in the gene supports of tree I and tree III. 19 Tree IV was supported by one gene for the taxon set of MBCLRS only. 20 21 Table 2  22 6   1 Five taxon sets. Chi-square test showed that significant lower gene support of tree II than tree III 2 was observed for MBCLR at P < 0.05 significant level with MP. Significant lower gene supports of 3 tree II than tree I for BACLS at P < 0.05, MACLS at P <0.10 and MBCLS at P < 0.10 with ML 4 were detected (Table 2 ). There were no significant differences in gene supports between Tree I and 5 tree III of all nine 5-taxa sets (Table 2) . 6
Four taxon sets. Tree II was inferred with only taxon set of ACLS with MP and maximum gene 7 support tree approach (Table 2 ). Significant lower gene supports of tree II than tree III or I were 8 observed for ACLR and BCLS at P < 0.05 significant level with NJ (Table 2) , and for BCLS at P < 9 0.05 level with ML (Table 2 ) based on Chi-square test. No significant differences between tree I 10 and tree III were observed in gene supports. 11
The taxon jackknife analysis (Table 3) showed that jackknife probability was 10.0% for tree II, 12 27.5% tree I and 62.5% for tree III with maximum gene-support tree approach and MP. Zero 13 probability for tree II, 40% jackknife probability for tree I and 50% for tree III were observed with 14 the concatenated genome-scale approach and MP. Jackknife probability was 10% for tree II, 30% 15 for tree I, and 60% for tree III with maximum gene-support branches approach. The jackknife 16 probability of tree IV was zero for three approaches (Table 2 ) and MP. Similar results were 17 observed for ML and NJ (Table 3) . 18
19

Discussion 20
When 43 genes are used to reconstruct the phylogeny of 7 taxa, the maximum gene-support tree 21 approach gives no resolution. The maximum gene-support branch approach infers tree III by MP 22
and ML, and tree II by NJ. The concatenation approach recovers tree III with NJ, and tree I with 23 1 of the maximum gene-support tree approach clearly show that 43 genes do not reach the threshold 2 of the minimum number of genes required for resolution of the phylogeny of these 7 taxa. Because 3 the number of alternative trees increases exponentially with the number of taxa (6945, 4 710,395, n (2n-3)!!) (36), minimum of required genes increases with increased taxon 5 number in a taxon set. In order to meet the minimum requirement of genes, one way is to increase 6 the genes, while another way is to decrease the taxa. Here, we choose the latter although the 7 debate of taxon sampling. We use a jackknife approach to sub-sample 6, 5 and 4 taxa from 7 taxa 8 each time to reduce taxon number and subsequently to decrease alternative trees. 9
How many genes are required? For recent years, concatenated multiple-gene approach has been 10 widely used to reconstruct phylogenetic relationships (37) (38) (39) (40) . Currently, number of sampled 11 genes seems to be arbitrary. Minimum required genes to resolve phylogentic tree was 20 for 8 12 yeasts (37) for concatenated multiple gene approach. For the earlier cases, 15 to 50 genes could 13 meet the minimum required genes to get congruent trees with concatenated multiple gene 14 approach and maximum gene-support approach (35, 41) . In this study, 43 genes reach the 15 minimum required genes for 6 taxa or less, but not for the 7 taxa in this study. The position of 16 Stramenopiles (a group of eukaryotes) and the relationships among Conosa (amoeba and slime 17 mold), Opisthokonta (fungi and animal) and plant could not be settled by use of more than 100 18 genes (42). Minimum required genes vary with methods, taxon sets and types of bases. 19
When a reliable tree is not known, determination of the minimum required genes is difficult. 20 100% bootstrap support does not mean that the branch is 100% correct. 100% bootstrap support 21 may occur in an alternative branch (43). High bootstrap support does not necessarily signify "the 22 truth" (44). When a maximum gene-support value is not evidently different, for example, in the 23 8 case of 7 taxa, it can be recognized that the number of genes used does not meet the requirement of 1 minimum genes. More genes or less taxa is necessary to be re-sampled. This is the outstanding 2 advantage of the maximum gene support tree approach. 3
In this study, neither consistent results nor evident differences between tree I and tree III are 4 detected in gene support values and taxon jackknife probabilities, which vary with 21 taxon sets, 5 three phylogenetic methods and three gene-scale approaches (Table 2 and 3) . However, the clear 6 consensus is that tree II receives the significant lower gene supports than tree I or tree III, and 7 evidently less taxon jackknife probabilities. The significant differences in gene supports are 8 observed by chi-square test (Table 2) . We here reject the hypothesis that coelacanth is the closest 9 living relatives of the tetrapods based on these phylogenetic analysis from all 43 genes with all 10 three common phylogenetic methods and all three genome-scale approaches. These results are 11 consistent with previous molecular and palaeontological phylogenetic analysis (3). It was pointed 12 out that the coelacanth is not the closest living relatives of tetrapods based on the latest molecular 13 analysis of two single genes (28). An earlier similar suggestion was proposed based on 14 mitochondrial DNA sequences (16). The recently major published palaeontological studies 15 during the last decade proposed that lungfish (Dipnoi) are the closest living relatives of the 16 tetrapods or alternatively, that coelacanths and lungfish form a monophyletic group that is equally 17 closely related to tetrapods (45-46). The jackknife probabilities of tree III are slightly higher than 18 that of tree I (Table 2 and 3). It is still very unclear to mention which of lungfish or 19 lungfish-coelacanth sister group is the closest living relative of tetrapods by phylogentic analysis 20 of 43 genes with all three common methods and all three genome-scale approaches. The cause of 21 this puzzle is that the divergence of coelacanth and lungfishes happened in relative short time 22
within a small (20-30 millions years) window in time around 400 million years ago in 23 paleontological data (3, 47) because there was little time and chance for lineage-specific molecular 1 changes to happen, but much time and opportunity for multiple and parallel changes and their 2 accumulation since the origin of these two lineages (3). So, it is most difficult to discriminate 3 against them using ad-hoc molecular phylogenetic methods and algorithms when available 4 sequence data of genes are currently limited. We can not make decision of accepting hypotheses 1 5 or 3 based on current evidences of this study. More genes still need to be involved in order to 6 resolve this question in the future. Additionally, new phylogenetic methods and geneome-scale 7 algorithms may be helpful and need to be developed. Some researchers consider NJ as phenetic 8 technique, we include it here to demonstrate that neither phenetic nor phylogenetic analyses 9 reliably recover a coelacanth/tetrapod pairing. 10
In conclusion, we rejected hypothesis 2 that the coelacanth is the closest living relatives of 11 tetropads due to its significant low gene supports and low jackknife probabilities based on the 12 phylogenetic analysis results using 43 genes with all three common phylogenetic/phenetic 13 methods and three genome-scale approaches. However, determination of hypothesis 1 and 3 14 requires to be further studied in the future. The phylogenetic analysis software PAUP* (Version 4.0b10) (49) was used for tree inference 8 with MP method. Each set of sequences of single genes or concatenated genes was analyzed under 9 the optimality criteria of maximum parsimony for MP. The MP analyses were performed with 10 unweighted parsimony. The sequences also were analyzed with ML and NJ using default settings 11 by PHYLIP (36). 12
13
Approach of Concatenated Genes. The first step is to concatenate small alignments of single 14 genes into one large alignment, and then a tree is reconstructed using the large alignment (43, 15 50-53). The bootstrap consensus tree was searched using the branch-and-bound algorithm for MP, 16 and the full heuristic search was used for NJ and ML based on a 50% majority rule. One thousand 17
replicates were used for all tests except for ML, where 100 replicates were completed. 18
19
The Maximum Gene-support Tree Approach. All single gene trees were recovered using all 43 20 individual genes using MP, ML and NJ methods. Tree distances for all pairwise comparisons 21 among trees were calculated using the symmetric difference metric by PAUP* (36, 49). This 22 distance is the number of steps required to convert between two trees, that is, the number of 23 branches that differ between a pair of trees (54). Two trees with identical topology have a tree 1 distance of zero. A maximum gene-support tree was defined as a unique tree that was recovered by 2 the most genes of all these used genes (35). A computer program in C language for calculating 3 gene-support is also available from the authors upon request (shan@cs.dal.ca). 4
5
The Maximum Gene-support Branch Approach. Based on all single gene trees recovered 6 using all 43 individual genes, majority-rule consensus tree with less than 50% parameter setting 7 was calculated by PAUP* (49). Gene support was obtained for each branch by corresponding 8 support values. 9 10 Taxon Jackknife Sub-sampling. We used a jackknife approach to sub-sample 6, 5, 4 taxa from 7 11 taxa each time to reduce alternative trees because the number of alternative trees increases 12 exponentially with the number of taxa (6945, 710,395, n (2n-3)!!) (36). The debate of taxon 13 sampling has not terminated. On the hands, the accuracy was enhanced dramatically with the 14 addition of taxa (54). On one other hands, adding taxa can reduce accuracy and increase the 15 probability of distorting the tree topology (56). Adding characters can always increase the 16 accuracy (54-56). So, genes should be included as many as possible. Sequence data of 43 genes 17 that are all currently available in GenBank were used in this study. Tables:  10   11   Table 1 Tree types of seven taxa with three methods and three genome-scale approaches 12 Table 2 Gene supports of four tree types, and six, five and four taxon sets inferred with MP, ML 13 and NJ 14 Table 3 Bootstrap supports, gene supports and taxon jackknife probabilities of four tree types, and 15 six, five and four taxon sets using three approaches recovered with MP, ML and NJ 16 Tables:  1   2   Table 1 Tree 
